
In March 2014, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Army 
Corps of Engineers (Corps) proposed a long-overdue Clean Water 
Act rule to end the confusion over which streams and wetlands 
are protected by the law. This action comes after more than 12 years 
of pressure by Clean Water Action and its members urging these 
agencies to protect ALL wetlands and small streams from pollution 

and destruction. Congress originally protected these vital water resources when it passed the 
landmark Clean Water Act in 1972, but they were lost over a decade ago because of polluter-
friendly court decisions and subsequent Bush administration policies.

Why These Resources Matter and Need Protection
The health of our nation’s rivers, lakes, and bays depends on the network of 
small streams and wetlands that flow into them. Here’s what’s at stake:
  The drinking water sources for over 117 million Americans. One 

in three Americans get drinking water from public systems that rely on 
headwater and seasonal streams.

  20 million acres of wetlands that provide flood protection, recharge 
groundwater supplies, filter pollution, and provide essential wildlife habitat.

  Over half of all stream miles in the United States. Many of these streams provide critical 
habitat for fish and other aquatic life and feed into rivers, lakes and bays.

These resources are also economic drivers for our communities. Recreationists, farmers, hunters, 
anglers, and businesses ranging from clean tech to craft brewers all depend on clean water.  Anglers 
alone generated nearly $115 billion in economic activity in 2011, breathing life into rural communities 
and supporting more than one million jobs.

Ensuring a Clean Water Future
This common sense proposal is based on sound science and is consistent with the law.  It will restore 
protections for about two million miles of streams and 20 million acres of wetlands and other waters. 
The proposal preserves all existing Clean Water Act exemptions for farming, forestry, mining and 
certain other land-use activities. When finalized, this rule will take us back closer to the protection 
afforded our water when the Clean Water Act passed in 1972, preserving clean water, safe drinking 
water, reducing flooding and supporting habitat for fish and other wildlife.
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Protect All Our Small Streams and Wetlands from Polluters!

Submit comments via our online action:
www.cleanwater.org/protect-clean-water

Your voice is critical! Unfortunately polluters are doing everything they can to block these efforts. 
Tell EPA and the Corps to keep the Clean Water Act strong and effective by protecting all streams and 
wetlands and other vulnerable water bodies from pollution or destruction. Remind them this was the 
case under Presidents from Richard Nixon to George Bush. Tell them protecting all streams and wetlands 
safeguards our drinking water and protects hundreds of thousands of jobs that are vital for our economy.




